
Becoming who we truly are requires the greatest amount of change. — Michael Meade 

Slowing Downward is a term I encountered in Michael Mead's Why the World Doesn't End: Tales 

of Renewal in Times of Loss. His writing in general and this idea spoke to me on what felt like a 

cellular level. I recognize this as a lifelong challenge and invitation for me.  

Slowing downwards refers to more than simply moving slowly. As Mead writes, "it means 

growing down towards the roots of one’s being. Instead of outward growth and upward climb, 

life at times must turn inward and downward in order to grow in other ways.  

There is a shift to the vertical down that re-turns us to root memories, root metaphors, and 

timeless things that shape our lives from within. Slowing downwards creates opportunities to 

dwell more deeply in one’s life, for the home we are looking for in this world is within us all along. 

The lost home that we are seeking is ourselves; it is the story we carry within our soul.”  

To expand sustainably we must slow down. Last week in my ALIP email I shared a list of ways that 

I've been "hacking away at the unessential" in order to decrease clutter and focus on my priorities 

(including rest and restoration). In order to expand we must slow down to put down deep roots, 

to nourish the soil, build a solid foundation.  

Slowing downward feels in my body the same way that "going deeper not wider" feels. It quiets 

the noise. It reminds me that more and faster and trying to prove my worth do not bring me life.  

But I never regret slowing down, making more space to hear myself think, to order my thoughts, 

to plan intentionally, listening inward for the sure voice of direction that never steers me wrong 

instead of focusing outward and getting lost in comparison, never enough, and feeling 

perpetually behind. 

I don't have a fear of missing out on stuff or opportunities. I don't live with regret about things I 

didn't buy, work I didn't do. I am clear that I don't want to miss my life by wishing it away, being 

distracted, or trying to jump over the harder parts to get to greener grass. 

 

I want to live each day fully, present, awake.   

 

Whenever I slow downward and quiet all the noise do you know what I hear? I hear peace, the 

truth of who I am and what I want and need. I hear that life is not a race. I hear that my real life 

does not exist in yesterday nor in tomorrow. 

 

It's here. Right now. In this conversation with you, in the evening sun on my skin, in the love I 

have for my son though he is no longer physically present here with me, in the pleasure I 

experience in sharing ideas and walking them out for myself.  
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Excerpts from Why the World Doesn't End: Tales of Renewal in Times of Loss by author, 

mythologist, and storyteller Michael Meade.  

“What if what you most need is actually behind you, trying to catch up to you? What if the 

knowledge and wisdom you seek is waiting for you to descend to it? What if all your haste and 

feverish determination turn out to be your own habitual pattern of running away from what has 

been trying to catch up to you all along?” 

“Our outer life often needs to turn upside down in order to stop us in our tracks before we are 
ready to learn that the soul has its own sense and rhythm, its inborn style and natural way of 

being in this world. Having an awakened inner life means learning where we are already 

threaded to the world and discovering how we might be most useful to it.” 

'Slowing downwards' refers to more than simply moving slowly, it means growing down towards 

the roots of one’s being. Instead of outward growth and upward climb, life at times must turn 

inward and downward in order to grow in other ways. There is a shift to the vertical down that 

re-turns us to root memories, root metaphors, and timeless things that shape our lives from 

within. Slowing downwards creates opportunities to dwell more deeply in one’s life, for the 

home we are looking for in this world is within us all along. The lost home that we are seeking is 

ourselves; it is the story we carry within our soul.”  

“Run towards the roar,’ the old people used to tell the young ones. When faced with great danger 
and when people panic and seek a false sense of safety, run towards the roaring and go where 

you fear to go. For only in facing your fears can you find some safety and a way through. When 

the world rattles and the end seems near, go towards the roar.”  

“In the end, what we fear will not go away, for it indicates what we must go through in order to 

awaken, become more genuine, and live more fully. The problem is that we tend to be most 

afraid of what our own souls require of us. Often our deepest fear is that we might become who 

we are intended to be, who we already are at our core. For becoming who we truly are requires 

the greatest amount of change.” 

“Our job is not to comprehend or control everything, but to learn which story we are in and which 
of the many things calling out in the world is calling to us. Our job is to be fully alive in the life 

we have, to pick up the invisible thread of our own story and follow where it leads. Our job is 

to find the thread of our own dream and live it all the way to the end.”  

“Something deep in the human soul awakens as things fall apart. Something in the soul knows 

that everything in this world can become lost. And something in the soul knows how to survive 

periods of devastation, disorientation and loss. Descent and falling is the way of the soul from its 

beginning. We each fell from the womb of life when the waters of the inner sea broke and it came 

time for us to breathe on our own.”  
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1. How do you think that becoming your truest self, not by frenetic seeking, persistent rushing, 

or gathering all the knowledge, but by slowing downward, could bring you soul rest? 

2. Consider the interplay of freedom (or the liberation that Meade speaks to), consciousness 

(awareness of internal and external existence), and rest. I define freedom for myself as “feeling 
safe and at home in my body and my life.” Only when I am walking in freedom do I find true and 

restorative rest. How might freedom and consciousness lead to deeper soul rest for you and how 

might they create un-rest? 

3. What are the fears that have been chasing you? Give them a name. What might happen if you 

plant your feet, pivot, and face them head on – or if you “go towards to the roar”? 

4. Rather than “finding my purpose” I’m committed to the idea of living on purpose. Michael 

Meade speaks to the idea of “finding the thread of our own dream and living it all the way to the 
end” and “learning where we are already threaded to the world and discovering how we might 

be most useful to it.” This reminds me of a quote by Parker Palmer. In Let Your Life Speak: 

Listening for the Voice of Vocation, Parker “invites us to listen to the inner teacher and follow its 

leadings toward a sense of meaning and purpose.” 

Both refer to pain or suffering as a path to an awakened and intentional life. Meade believes that 

“our outer life often needs to turn upside down in order to stop us in our tracks before we are 

ready to learn that the soul has its own sense and rhythm, its inborn style and natural way of 

being in this world” and he writes “Something deep in the human soul awakens as things fall 

apart.” Palmer offers up “insights gained from darkness and depression as well as fulfillment and 

joy, illuminating a pathway toward vocation for all who seek the true calling of their lives.” 

What comes up for you when you think about pain serving as a pathway to purpose? Do you get 

the sense that these authors think of purpose as a role, job, or vocation or more of finding our 

true self and simply BE-ing who we are and living fully in that truth? 

5. The way to freedom, healing, joy, a beautiful relationship, deep and purposeful rest (etc.) is 

through. Through is often hard and scary and messy. What have you been avoiding, denying, or 

actively running from because of fear or fear of fear or fear of discomfort (all the fear)? 

6. Have you gotten a glimpse of your most honest self underneath fear, shame, comparison, 

conditioning, self-protection, trying to fit in or belong, being a good girl, etc. that you’ve been 
wearing? Tell me about her. What did you see or hear? What excited you and terrified you? 

7. You don’t control everything, but you can keep writing your story. Do you feel like the author 

of your own story (with agency, empowered, capacity to do hard things) or do you feel at the 

mercy of external forces or other people’s choices? What happens in your body and your life 
when you believe that you are powerless to choose or create for yourself? 


